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O'Leary bows out
of ASC election
"Due to the possibility of employment in June,
I am not a candidate for the office of ASC
President." ·
So went a letter addressed to the student
body from the current ASC president, Dan
O'Leary.
Eady last Sunday, O'Leary spoke with a
number of close friends and finally decided not
to run for the office. The letter stating his
decision was first read to a pre-election rally in
the pit Tuesday.
"With graduation as near as it is, and the job
market as poor as it is, I feel that I should
pursue the employment possibilities that I have
received rather than losing any possible
competitive edge I may have by waiting for one year," said the letter.
O'Leary stated that since his name must
'constitutionally remain on the ballot, he would
decline the position if elected.
In an interview after the surprise announcement, O'Leary- stated that at the time of the
convention he had no idea that job opportunities
would open up.
"This was definitely not a conspiracy against
Jerry Seaman in any way, shape or form. If
certain people don't believe me then that's
tough," O'Leary explained. :
"I have to think of the future. I can't be a
student forever," he s~id.

returns
Run-off election for president
Monday, Feb. 26
Executive veep--Derek Sandison
Administrative veep--Bob Atwell
See page 2 for details
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Veep rcice not close at all
After weeks of campaigning,
hours of dorm tours, many
chewed fingernails,
much
confusion and 1,025 ballots cast, a
president was not elected.
Students, though, were able to
select overwhelmingly the
winners for the two other ASC
executive positions which were
thought to be close battles.
For the position of president,
none of the five major candidates
were able to take the election by
a majority of votes which the
constitution requires. A run-off
election is tentatively planned
for Monday, ' Feb. 26.
Polling the largest number of
votes was Roger Ferguson with
368; next was Dan O'Leary with
317, who has since removed his
name from run-off contention;
Jerry Seaman, 130; Bob Erickson, 107; and Dave Larson; 59.
The run-off will be between
Ferguson and Seaman.
Scoring near-landslides over
their opponents were Derek
Sandison, executive veep-elect,
and Bob Atwell, administrative
veep-elect.
Sandison trounced Mark
Satterthwaite with . 654 to 371.
Atwell toppled Dean Walz with a
vote of 608 to 276.
In other positions, Phil "Smitty" Smithson edged out Vic J.
Hansen 426 to 367 for Faculty
Senate position one as did Ken
Caldwell over Gregg Jackson 416
to 358 for position two. Mike
"Rip" Reardon ran unopposed for
position three with 663 votes.
Nothing really unexpected
happened in the bids of Ben
Foreman and Don Grote for
Campus Judicial Board positions
one and two. Votes cast were 629
and 631 respectively.
However, CJB position three,

which no one had filed for,
received near'ly 50 write-in
names. It was close between two
or three other candidates, but
Gary Camp finally stole ~t away
with a total of seven votes.
Also in the run-off election
next week, an on-campus legislator race will be held between
Carl Glorea and Eddie Clark to
determine the winner there.
The other three students who
have won seats as on-campus
legislators are Mike Haag with
405, Don Harris with 298 and Bob
McDougall with 288.
Off-campus persons were ablP.
to try their hands at mini-politicking with their six openings on
the legislature for which no one
had filed.
Jim Dukes was elected with 12
votes, Wally Friedline with 4,
John Coen with 2 and Terry
Woodards also at 2.
Run-off battles will have to be

fought out in this area also as
Harry Knell and R.J. Williams
both took three votes for position
two. A three-way tie at two votes
also exists between Mike McLeod, Dywain Berkins and Doug
MakiJ.iwi for position five.
All but one of the constitutional changes presented on the
ballot passed. That one change,
dealing with the Student Traffic
Court, is to be resubmitted by
ASC on the run-off election
ballot. It was explained that
since the traffic court is no longer
in existence, it need not be in the
constitution.
It should be noted that approximately 410 absentee ballots
were sent o.u t to those in student
teaching and field experience
program~. It is possible that
when all these ballots are
returned and counted that the
outcome of those close races
could change.

AFROTC exam set
for February 20-23
The Air Force Officer Qualification Test (AFOQT) will be
given Feb. 20-23 to those seeking
admittance to Central's two-year
AFROTC program.
A written examination which
requires approximately seven
hours to complete, the AFOQT
will be administered at the
aerosl?ace Studies Department
in Peterson Hall.
Students are not required to
sign up for the test.
In addition to the test, all
applicants must pass an Air
Force physical examination at a

nearby Air Force base, be interviewed by personnel from the
AFROTC detachment at Central
and satisfactorily complete
summer field training. ·
The training program is
completed at an Air Force base
and applicants for the two-year
program normally attend it
between the· sophomore and
junior years.
Col. Allen, professor of aerospace studies, advised any young
men or women who are interested in an Air Force career to
apply in the fall quarter of their
freshman year and not later than
fall quarter of their sophomore
year.

• •1•1•
Registration scheduled

Registration for spring quarter will be held in the field house on
March 26 and 27. Seniors and graduate students will register first
and underclassmen last.
Fees will be due when you register. So if financing is needed,
contact the financial aid office before registration.

Scholarships available
The Western Washington Chapter of Sigma Delta Chi,
professional journalistic society, is pleased to announce again this
year two scholarships for journalism students in the State of
Washington.
Each will be worth $350 in the 1973-74 school year.
One will be awarded to a student at a two-year college who will
be entering a four-year college or university this next school year.
The other will be awarded to. a student already at a four-year
college or university who will be entering the junior or senior year.
In each case the student must be planning to majPr in journalism
and to pursue a career in journalism. Applicants also will be
judged in the areas of need, academic record and interests'.
Applications must be submitted to Mrs. Andrea Gilbert, 2322
McGilvra Blvd. E., Seattle, Wash. 98112, no later than March 12.
Arrangements will be made to interview finalists. The scholarship
winners will be announced no later than May 14.
Applications may be obtained from Calvin Johnson in rooms
344-345 of the Language and Literature building.

Vintner to speak here
The Foreign Language Department has invited Emile Ninaud of
Champion Cellars from Seattle to speak on "The Cultural and
Economic Impact of the Wine Industry in France." He will talk to
~ll French students in French at 3:30 p.m. Wednesday. At 7 p.m.
the general public is invited to hear his talk in English.
Both meetings will be held in Fine Arts 118, and his presentation
will include slides of Burgundy.

Bingo rumor untrue
What? Bingo on Campus? According to Dr. Don Wise, Associate
Dean of Students, it is just a rumor brought up as a joke with
Paddy Cottrell, Crier photographer.
Dr. Wise also commented that Gov~rnor Daniel Evans said that
bingo is an illegal activity. If it i~ decided at the legislative meeting
in Olympia that gambling could be considered at Washington State
colleges, it will be considered at Central. Gerry Hover, dire.ctor of
recreation and social activities, will then look.into the possibility of
gambling on campus. ~
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Wash. lakes object of. study
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Steve Rothenberg
staff writer

linary program," she said,· "with
groups concerned with all areas
of the environment-terrestrial,
Four Western Washington aquatic, forests and otherslakes are currently the object of cooperating to help one another."
a new area of study in the field of
The overall objective of the
bacteria-that of bacteria in
program is to study the whole
fresh water.
environment and understand the
The new study of bacteria was interlocking roles of every group,
discussed at an ecology-oriented she said. Different groups
lecture entitled "Roles of discuss research and share data.
Nutrient Cycling in Fresh Water
"Western Washington is what
Lakes", held Tuesday afternoon
is called the 'conifer region' and
in Dean Hall.
is what we are entirely concernMarleen Wekell, who was ed with in our aquatic study,"
invited by the American Chemi- said Ms. W ekell. "The four lakes
cal Society (a national student that we at the University of
organization concerned with Washington are using represent
chemicals and the environment), a variety as far as nutrient
was the speaker. Ms. Wekell is a content.
faculty member at the Univer"Lake Washington is used
sity of Washington with a
extensively for recreation and is
master's degree in fisheries, and
highly urb-anized, has a vast
is currently working towards a
quantity of sockeye salmon and
J>h.D. in biochemistry.
has a high m,1trient content., Lake
She told more than 50 people Sammamish is pretty much the
at the lecture that Lake Wash- same, but is rather strange in
'ington, Lake Sammamish, that it has only an intermediate
Chester Morse Lake and Findley nutrient content."
Lake were the four being used to
The other two lakes are much
study :bacteria.
smaller and are located in the
"Formerly the study of Cedar Falls Watershed near
bacteria has been concerned· North Bend.
"Chester Morse Lake is very
mostly with inarine environundisturbed;
it hasn't been
ments in this area," revealed
fished since 1911," explained
Ms. Wekell. "but since 1970 we
have been studying bacteria in Ms. Wekell. "There are many
these fresh water lakes as well." trout and other fish in this lake
and it also has an intermediate
Ms. Wekell explained that she nutrient content. Findley Lake is
is working within the Inter- the most difficult to reach. We
national Biological Program.
either hike in a mile and a half
"It is actually an interdiscip- with backpacks or fly in by

helicopter. This lake is very
small, has few fish and has a very
low nutrient content."
"Wildlife is abundant around
Findley," she went on, "and we
are currently concerned with
such influences. We are trying to
determine the controls on the
entire ecological system surrounding the lakes. We are also
interested in looking at~ the
influences upon productivity of
the lakes as well as methods that
bacteria and other organisms
have of protecting themselves."
Ms. Wekell told the gathering
about sediment collecting
methods and displayed several
devices used in taking samples.
She also showed a short slide
presentation showing the
Findley Lake and Chester Morse
Lake projects.
"Every · lake has its own
characteristics, which are determined by the four seasons and a
variety
of
environmental
factors," she explained. "We
usually take our samples from
the deepest parts of the lakes
because there are usually more
bacteria at the bottom.
"Bacteria are almost completely responsible for the
release of most nutrients into the
lakes, which are then used by
· higher consumers."
Ms. Wekell also explained the
effect that bacteria may have on
the amount of oxygen in water as
well as the link between micro. organisms and higher animals.
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Rosage closed the ceremonies
by thanking all persons and
~ campus .offices for contributing
· to the success of the program and
· informed everyone of the 4 p.m.
. reception at the president's
house, the banquet at 5:30 p.m.
and the basketball game against
·Eastern .at 7:30 p.m.
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. Wool pant coats mixed with re-cycled lint '... ewe didn't
want-em when we gamboled $45 to $70 ... we couldn't fleece
.you ... but they're sheep now! ··<.

$24.88 to $39~88
.GAY DIVORCEES

Vocational education ef orts

BRAWL SKIRTS

.- APPAREL :
~- - --

The beenyith
Mountain Fresh flavor·.
.t

Rainier Beer.
Rainier Brewing Company. Seattle: Washington
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by Barbara Williams
,,.. ' . ,:.oµt for h~.- Buhvith a· staff of two, he found his
.
..~e '~
.
:W<irk' load.doubled with no sign of help coming
~~ wn•ti ., ~ :· "'i:NE,:,.1J, '·;:•·} ;f from th\! Budget Committee for the purpose of
'·: . ,, / · .!; :'h) t~ ·< :'" .;'_ •·"·:"' ·• : :· "'' · ·: ··'·· . -obtaining a clinical supervisor to help carry the
Once ·upon ·a time, th~ . Speech' ..and Hearing ,. ,. load. Bill Wensley suffered a heart attack, now
Clinic had a facwty s~ff of four; .orie .resigned -there is one. ·
. (his salary was absorbed into the budget) then
·For longer than . one cares to remember, the
there were three. One of these found a job in • Speech and Hearing Clinic has been inadequate, California, then there were two. Of ihese two, · · ly staffed. Perhaps ·this would have . sufficed
.one suffered heart attack. 'Many people suffer \.. when the program was young, but the majoi;- has
.heart attacks~•n~;J.DADY; people dQ so beeause.of . : grown and continues to do so; while the number
~obesity,,; laC,k'· of>exer_
cisei·:. etc~·· A ·few ·..do .8o, . . of faculty neede~ to t_rain ~hese majors remains
because' of/ physical over~xenjon; · Bill<!{ensl~y f:' . .the same. - . . · · · · . :
· ·
·
:-!e.-~one ?f· ib~se ,p~pl~: {:)·\ . r~i "~ · -.. :~.
··<i.~-::: .Th~s ~rticle does not seek to point the finge~ of
<-'' 1 As Director: of ~he Sp~h and Heanng Clinic, •:.,;·.accusation at . any one · person as bemg .
as.an ·~soeiate protessor;; as an undergraduate -:s_":responsible.for Biil Wensley's condition. It only
adv_isor·' (the'. oDly oile..w~ . bad),.. as a ·supervisor>-· asks bow it is J>:OSsible to double one man's load
for ari 1 .un~ergraduate · and ,· graduate· · clini~ . ; ,:· in. a · program - which provides such needed
a ',Working :clinician himself, as a ' .. · services. Perhaps what is lacking is a . clear
practicum,
member of the Regional Resource Commit~ee · , understanding of the enormity of the clinic;s
and as a ·r epresentative ·'for the ·Department of ·'· services and responsibilities to the college,
.Communication, Bill 'Yensley had his work cut · · students and community alike.
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Editor·~s ·foe.u s .~,. · · ,;.

·c::·

..,

rn mPU rc·rie'._..·~·)· ·.1slJrpri~~!;)?f9t~·.·'ar~rc~~e~m~~~ow~~~!t
that
model
j !-.

~

... "
• .
· · ·... . news editer
of car.
Mem~,., Washington State Coll eNews per As!iociation
\ ;-_ ,.: ·
.,-:'~,'}'' 7:,_ · ""·,· :;. ;~.
· >*. . . · .
. . They also found that Roger Winters is young,
·."
Last week, a small get-together was put on by
very socially-inclined, · and _loves foosball at
.
.
. .
A laboratory newspaper of Central Washmgton State College . · · ihe political scien~e department in a lounging , 0 ~ Jack's Tavern.
·
·
pub~ished Tu~sda_Ys and Fridays dur~g the a~demfo year except . ~-: r 09m of the SUB. It was Thursday afternoon, , . · In short, they found out something about ·
durmg exammatlon weeks and ~ohdays. Views e~pressed are . ".1'·1 nothing was happening and. Joe_ freshm,an . ~as t ' "1;' professors. They are . human beings. A little
those of the students, staff and editors, not necessarily of CWSC. · bored in his dorm room: · .. . ·
--.
. older, maybe a little wiser, but human.
·That small gathering proved at least one thing
Advertising materi~l presented here~ does ~t .necess~rily imply · ·: ' So he decided to go. Wh~t the hell, it was free :.
endorsem.e nt by this newspaper. Mail subscriptions p~1ce, $1 per
\. and . he might be able to brown-nose his
to·me: that students and professors can still get
quarter or $3. pe! year, payable to the Campus Crier, CWSC,
American Government pr~fessor. ·Besides, he'd
together and get to know each other as people.
· Ellensburg, Washington 98926. Entered as second class matter at
never tasted hot malt cider .. before. They use
Every student I meet keeps telling me that
the U.S . .Post Office, ~llensburg, Wu,~ington 98926.
· ..... malt in beer don't· they? .. , ,·- ' '
college is much more than learning in the
Editor-in-chief ~ ....•............. ·.... • .... • . : ... Sandi Dolbee
, When he got there, it was li,ke he figured~ The .
. cla_ssroom. It's learning · about life through
Managing Editor ..• • ................... -. •:.· ......... Dave Larson , :· big seniors who were into political science were . . : experiences with other people.
News Editor ...•...•. • i•· •• ·'· •••••• ~ ••• • • .:.- •••••••••• Smitty . ., : 'rapping with'· the profs: ~ They'd been brown ·"' ! '.; · But somewhere along the line, the professor
Feature Editor. · ; · ·... • ..•••• ~ •.. •.•• ·:.• .. ~ •• ·~· . ·.,•.••• &I Sauer· .~ : nosing. for a .long time _a nd eould make the- cute ·:. ·,: g~ts left out of the · people category for many
Sports Editor ...•..........••••••• :. : .•••• ~ ~ ••.• Rod Willdu . , · little inside jokes .about' politicians,.. and . policy ·· ., .. students.
·
.
'
Copy Editor ........ . .......... •: .': . ~ . ;, . .' ~"; .. Marian Cottrell . ' mistakes of Nixon~ .i~ · . t •, . .
• ·: ' . ~·
•• ,...
Many students, including myself, have solid
PhotoEditor ....... ·... ·.....•.. ••.. .' ~ . .... -. _; ·• • ~...~ -· . ~ ~ChangPoJay . :. ~, I ·
:.C~ li", /"~· ,' .::,( ~·., · ··· -. · · · ;'·:1,.'/ relationships with teachers . and know what a
Catalog Editor ..•.••...•.••..• ; . .. ... ~ .•.. ~:\ • •Linda menehe · .: · ta~~as t~mu~ to sto'!1ach tho~gh "9'hen then:·~_... tremendous asset it is. But ' just as many don't
Art Editor .•...•.••.••••.. :• •••••• .• •• ;~ ·• : : •••.: .Becki ' BoDand · ·
t' . ca ~t ..ese. prois. Rogbi~r ahn~ck~b. !'l~n , . · :.. .~, ': and they don't know what they are missing.
Ad Manager ............. • . • .- .••...• .'! ...•..•. ~ .Mike Nugent "\ .a 8 rea11Y1.: .ymg 1~t°~· ~8:. . ~· t 1 '.: ~n_t .it .:--; '. ~l·. Maybe this can- change~ If the political
Bulne11 Manage-:, ...•........•...•. • •.• ~ ... .- .-•... Craia'· Lyle ._. ,~'· ~ But a~er · awhile/ · Joe-t-'fFreshman: ·started · · ·· · science profs were able to put something like
Advisor ......
~ "David , Evans ·-; . talking to a pr~f. As a. matter offaet, so were all . :. . · · this together, maybe others will follow. Maybe
Bill Irving, Marie MeClanahan, Liz Hall, John Sheeley Dennis . :.~:-·.the other freshmen ·in the room.·And they found ····· · more students will see one of their professors
just to rap about anything under the sun.
Schodt, Dan O'Leary, Rich Wells, Ed Davis, Steve Roihenberg, · out that Dr: , Ro~!t' Y~e, · the chairman.of the
Dick Johnson. Ron Fredrickson, Mike Salapka.
· .. ,,p.. ·.: department, . was -havmg problems with · his . .
· It could be the start of something grand.

·· _.
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Delegate ·charges Fund established for Young
convention bias

To the editor
This year, I learned a lot of
things about the ASC nomination
convention. I learned about the
functions of the delegates and
the procedure to nominate a
candidate; but most of all, I
learned all about the prejudice
that can be shown, all about bias
judgement that can be made, and
all about the denial of a fair
opportunity for an individual to
participate as a candidate when
there is prejudice and when
there is very bias attitudes
shown.
Of course, every person who
attended the convention should
know that these happenings
were pronged against the
Muzzall
candidate,
Jerry
Seaman.
Anyway, when previously
uninterested individuals become
interested in becoming delegates
after the third credential check
of the Muzzall delegation, there

has to be a touch of a~oused
prejudice. And when the convention parliamentarian announces a new drawing of delegates to
insure equal opportunity for
everybody, especi,ally for the
challenging individuals, but does
not take into account the rights
of the delegates who have signed
three and four times, there has to
be bias judgement made. And
when 740 signatures are written
on a petition for Seaman to get
on the ballot, but the A.S.C. does_
not recognize those signatures,
there just has to be prejudice and
very bias individuals in the
vicinity.
Well, maybe it 'is too late to do
anything about this year's
convention, but let's prevent the
ugliness of prejudice and the
pernicious results of bias motives
from appearing in the future
conventions.
Jose Benson

Review in poor taste
To the editor:
An apology is due to the
twenty million Americans, many
of whom are doctors, lawyers,
teachers and students, who are
homosexual.
Satire when used properly
creates masterpieces in the arts
and literature. But in the case of
the Crier's review of "The Boys
in the Band," Friday, Feb. 9,
1973, the satirical statement "In
short it's a movie about a bunch
of faggots," reinforces standard
homosexual stereotypes. To the
m~jority of readers it isn't seen
as ridicule of their own antihomosexuality.
"Boys in the Band" is about
identity, not homosexuality,
faggots. The atmosphere for the
theme is "campie" homosexuality, and is over-flowing with
suggested homosexual stereotypes. But even Crowley, the
playwrite, has stated about his
own play, that it is about selfdestruction, and identities.
To suggest to the reader that

Call anytime after
5 pm when lo~ long
distance rates are
at their lowest.
~

Ellensburg
Telephone
Company
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the film is about homosexuality is
poor taste. To suggest that it is
about faggots will never raise the
level of proficiency of any paper
to make it more professional.
C.H.
(full name withheld by request)
I

To the editor:
Some readers will remember
Andre Young, a black student
who, while he was at Central,
was sentenced because of a
careless, offhand remark which
was taken as a serious threat.
Mr. Young has not been embittered by his unfortunate experience but is determined to get an
education and to make his life
count through service to others.
He has done extremely well in
his studies. Though carrying an
overload each quarter, he has a
very - ·high g.p.a.-almost a
straight "A". But he is hampered
by debts, chief of which is the
sum he owes to his defense
lawyer. (These debts are in
addition to the $750 fine levied
against him, a sum which he was
ordered to earn himself.)
His parole officer, the Reverend Randall W. Larson of
Tacoma, is convinced that Andre
needs and deserves financial
help. The following is quoted
from the Reverend Randall
Larson's letter, sent to two
members of the committee.
..
"I have had several good talks
with Andre. I still find him a very
sincere and dedicated man. He
faces all of the problems that the
black man faces. In addition, he
faces the same obstacles that all
parolees run into with community acceptance, employers and
law enforcement. However,

Andre's perseverance has not
slackened. He again involved in
all kinds of community activities
"Andre does have a position
with the Model Cities Outreach
Program as a court reporter and
director of the law and justice
task force. He is not receiving
any renumeration for this post.
"At present he is carrying 20
hours of work at the Tacoma
Community College during late
afternoon and evening. He plans
to either enter the University of
Washington in the fall or go to
California where a sister resides
and attend school there.
"I do believe that any financial
help that can be given this man
now will be used constructively. I
,have faith that this man is' going
to be an asset to his race and
those things for which he
stands."

With a desire to help a parolee
who wishes to live a new life of
constructive activity, the
committee has established the
Andre Young Fund at the
College Branch of the Pacific
National Bank of Washington in
Ellensburg. Checks made out to
this fund may be ·sent either to
Mr. John Shrader, Rt. l, Box 407,
or directly to the bank. All
contributions are income tax
deductable. Whether large or
small, they will be of great help.
The committee:
Mr. and Mrs. John Shrader

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Jacobs
Mr. Samuel Mohler
Miss Mary Mathewson
Miss Deborah Souser
Mr. James Nylander
The Rev. Albert Sweet
Sergeant and Mrs. Wilbur Taylor
Mr. Frank Cole

Blood drive
To the editor:
Our ASC blood drive on Jan.
31 was another successful
venture and I want you to know
that your contribution is greatly
appreciated.
Special thanks are due to: our
worthy donors who made the
drawings possible; Mrs. Elaine
Wright. (ASC scheduling office)
for scheduling and furnishing;
the Campus Crier, SERVE,
KXLE, and the Daily Record for
publicizing the event; Ms.
Roberta Back and her colleagues
from the Kittitas Chapter of the
American Red Cross; and the
Spurs who assumed triple
responsibilities as
poster
distributors, runners and servers
of refreshments.
Best wishes to each and
everyone, and we'll be back again
next term.
P. Douce, Ph.D.
Faculty Coordinator for
ASC Blood Drawings

Reserve your ·own
corner of the world
for next quarter.

It's getting towards the end of the quarter again and that means it's time for you
to be thinking about where you 're going to
be living next quarter.
Right now you can reserve your own
corner of the world for a lot less than you
probably expect.
And we '11 throw in a lot of little extras
(at no extra charge) that you'd be hard
pressed finding any place else. Little things
like free in-building laundry facilities,
phones, FM-TV cable, inexaustable supplies

of hot water, special meal plans to fit your
specific needs, privacy, quiet, close !ocation to all the action (including classes),
and clean, comfortable rooms designed
especially to fit your demands.
Sign up for your own special comer of
the world now through the end of the
quarter at the Housing Office, Room 206
in Barge Hall. But don't wait too long
because the best places always go fast and
first and next quarter . . . .
Do it in a dorm!

I\
e

Burn, baby, burn

.

Plant registers emotion when threatened
Al Todd's Coleus is going
through changes.
Todd, a Central senior, is
measuring the plant's reactions
to various stimuli, and has found
that it seems to react more
strongly to his intent to harm it
than it does to his actions.
/
By placing electrodes on the
plant's leaf tissue and reading
the amount of resistance from
the print-out, Todd is able to
determine the plant's "emotions"
when confronted with threats to
its well being.
The hook-up is essentially the
galvanic skin-response section of
a polygraph, or lie-detector.
"I'd be happy to prove anything," Todd said. He added that
he is mainly interested in "What
and how does this propagate,"
meaning how does the plant pick
up his hate vibes.
"If these were radio waves you
could shield the plant, but the
response continues no matter
what you do. We can't prove.
what it is, only what it isn't," he
added.
"How this psychic phenomonon is transmitted or anything
else is unknown," said Todd,
adding that it was a sort of
"primary perception" between
plants and man.
Todd, who began these
experiments in 1971, explained
that the intent to harm the plant
has to be real in order to get a
reaction. Even at that "a lot of it
depends upon the plant and the
person," he added.
The results are very inconsis-

·•

tent," he went on. "The experiments are dependent upon many
variables and I can't even define
all of the variables much less do
anything with them."
He said that he became
interested in this method of
communication when Cleve
Backster visited Central. Baxter
is a polygraph expert who has
done many experiments with
plants, including one which
measured a plant's response to
watering.
Backster's experiments also
. indicated that a plant's greatest
reaction was to a person's
thought rather than his actions.
For instance in one experiment
the plant reacted very much to
the experimenter's thought of
obtaining a match with the intent
of burning the plant's leaf. There
was very little additional
response at the actual burning,
he found.
These and other experiments
seem to indicate that plants have
emotions similar to those of
human beings, ·t hat they respond
to affection, and that they can be
adapted to the service of mankind.

"HERE WE ARE, in one .stride, from the most
lowly duckweed, past the cactus and the camel,
to the mind of man.... We have to accept the

subtle but closely woven evidence that man is
not different in kind from other forms of life." J.
Bronowski, "The Identity of Man."

Perhaps the fairy tale writers
are not too far wrong when they
depict trees crying from the slice
of an axe and vegetables cringing
at the threat of being up-rooted.
Where do those of us -who are
vegetarians turn next?

Al·ternative life styles to be subiect
of spring home economics seminar

cJhip'rfJhore"

'Contemporary Relationships'
is a new course offering in home
economics for spring quarter.
HEC 498 will meet · Mondays
from 7-10 p.m. in Michaelsen
Hall.
Family life instructors, Ms.
Lois Owen and Ms. Marcelle

Pueblo
Possibnities ...
The Shirt with a
Spanish
Accent
$11

Stratman will lead informal
discussions on alternative life
styles and the prevailing attitudes surrounding these different modes of living. Graduate
students and local persons in the
community will present programs throughout the term.

Youth Card Sales
Youth Fare Tickets
Eurail Passes
Britrail Pa~ses
All Airlines Represented
434 North Sprague

_
925 3167

TWO MILK SHAKES

49c

The first session will contain a
historical ·overview of eyents
leading to the social revolution of
the 1960's. A tentative schedule
of future topics include sexuality,
the liberation movements
(women's, men's and homosexual's), parent-child relations,
marriage and alternative lifestyles, intimacy-privacy aspect of
human relationships and race
ace discrimination.
Ms. Owen refers to the class as
an "exploratory seminar" where
students may examine human
relationships. It is an attempt to
"dig · beneath" the stereotyped
roles found in our current
society.·
Ms. Stratman added that it is
"concerned with the cultural
changes which have an impact on
family life." She said they hoped
to "deal with the myths" surrounding the study of the family.
There are no prerequisites for
the course and students from all
fields of study · are urged to
enroll. The 3 credit class is
limited to 35 persons.

Featuring Maraschino Cherry

~ This Week's Special Valld Only On
~

./

Quite a delightful little shape, scooped with embroidery
at bib. Super-naturally selected in easy-care
50% polyester, 50% cotton, 8-18.

,.feb.

19, 20, 21

We call it Mountain Fresh
because that's the way it tastes.
DOWNTOWN

.Just Across· the Campus

~n..8th

Rainier Beer.
Rainier Brewing Company. Seattle. Washington

::;ruaenrs

~t::K
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SERVE active
The little gray-haired lady
"We'll see ya next week honey,
looked up from the table she was maybe then you can bone up on
sitting at "Your move honey," your checkers," the elderly voice
she said as her blue eyes called as she was wheeled to her
room.
twinkled.
"Oh what's the use Ms. John- ·
The young Central student
son," chuckled her young opponent, "you always get your kings stood watching her friend until
even before I'm halfway across she was out of sight. She had
been coming to the nursing home
the board."
Their conversation was inter- for the past quarter. In turn she
rupted by a nurse's aide who received three credits from one
informed the duo that it was time of the departments on campus.
for Ms. Johnson's nap.
This is just one of the many

Hitchhiking tips for
roadside travelers
Following last years legalization of hitchhiking much has been
said -in the legislature about
turning back the clock, putting
age restrictions on hitchhikers
and possib'ly even licensing
th umbers.
But in the meantime Washington's highways remain open to
any and all, as long as they have
thumbs and don't play on the
freeways. So it follows that the
Crier should provide a few
helpful hints to Central's hitchhiking enthusiasts.
Proper attire for the welldressed wanderer is usually
whatever he happens · to be
wearing when he decides to go.
Light or bright colored clothing
is always advisable because it
attracts attention and is easier
for night drivers to see than
dark-colored clothing. Gloves and
sunglasses should be avoided at
all costs; they tend to conjure up
images of the Boston Strangler
or that possibly you have something to hide.
When traveling long distances
a packsack is preferable to a
suitcase or duffel bag, because it
is easier to carry when things get
slow.
Since money is the root of all
evil it is advisable not to carry it ·
in large amounts. Travelers
checks are a good idea if you do
find it necessary to carry much
money. A stash or other valuables are better off left at home
since they have a tendency to

either get used up, lost or stolen,
any of which tend to bring on a
state of ~elancholy.
So depending o~ what your
looking for, hitchikers, remember Washington is-an open state
now, at least for the time being.

------
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field \Nork

examples of field experiences
and volunteer activities that
dozens of Central students are
becoming involved in.
The big. trend in field experiences came to a head last fall
when ASC's SERVE_ (Students
Engaged in Research and Volunteer Experience) was established
as a new commission.
SERVE was the brainchild of a
young man named Mike
Boushey.
It was set up with the goal of
placing responsible student
volunteers in community service.
Boushey had stated that Central has unlimited potential and
that "students can- function as
part of society, while gaining
invaluable experience for future
careers. Their experience merely
converts into dollars later."
Various departments were
also busy developing accredited
field studies.
Even the Faculty Senate got
into the act last spring when ·it
established field experience

courses as being numbered 290
and 490 in the different departments and programs.
From all this then the Office of
Cooperative Education was established in September with
Gerald Reed as its first coordinator.
Reed quickly admits that his
office does not directly offer field
experiences, but rather C<?ordinates them from a centralized
office.
Credits and actual involvement still comes from the various
departments.
.
The present procedure for his
office is to have a student come in
to see him about a field study and
then a contract agreement is
filled out specifying -the work to
be done, at what institution, the
sponsoring professor, etc.
SERVE is still very' much
active in this area. Under one of
its new coordinators, Mila Rae
Clark, SERVE is presently establishing a volunteer program
designed for better community

relations and service.
"If an organization or family
from the community contacts us,
we will have immediate resources in which to turn."
To make this a reality, SERVE
needs volunteers it can look to
for assistance.
It is also trying to establish a
tutoring service through the
Department of Social and Health
Services. This volunteer area
would include tutoring people
from the community that are
interested in increasing their
knowledge of a certain subject,
bettering, their educational
experience to help in employment opportunities, taking
General Educational Development (GED) tests or possibly
civil service exams.
Students interested in a field
experience are urged to contact
Reed in his office, SUB 105.
Students interested in volunteer
experience should contact
SERVE in the ASC complex or
·call 963-3446.

'Floating capacity'
isn't how many you
can get in a raft
and still float!

LOSE 20 POUNDS
IN TWO WEEKS!
Famous U.S. Women Ski Team Diet
During the non-snow off season
the U.S. Women's Alpine Ski Team
memben go on the ..Ski Team" diet
to lose 20 pounds in two weeks.
That's right - 20 pounds in 14 days!
The basis of the diet is chemical food
action and was devised by a famous
Colorado physician especially for the
U.S. Ski Team. Normal energy is
maintained (very important!) while
reducing. You keep "full" - no
starvation - because the diet is designed that way! It's a diet that is
easy to follow whether you work,
travel or stay at home. ·
This is, honestly, a fantastically
successful diet. If it weren't, the U.S.
Women's Ski Team wouldn't be permitted to use it! Right? So, give
yourself the same break the U.S. Ski
Team gets. Lose weight the scientific,
proven way. Even it you've tried all
the other diets, you owe it to yourself to try the U.S. Women's Ski
Team Diet. That is, if you really do
want to lose 20 pounds in two weeks.
Order today. Tear this out as a
reminder.
,
Send only $2.00 ($2.25 for Rush
Service) - cash is O.K. - to lnfortmation Sources Co., P.O. Box 982,
Dept. ST, Carpinte-ria, Calif. 93013.
Don't order unless you expect to lose
20 pounds in two weeks! Because
that's what the Ski Team Diet will do!

'

'Floating capacity' is a new concept in
residence hall assignment procedures that
just might solve some of the dislikes you've
had or problems you've run into in the dorms.
If you've wanted a single room in the
past and there was just ne way because they
were already full or because there was a
waiting list, you can probably get a single
room now because of 'floating capacity~
In the past a residence hall was filled
according to a fixed capacity. If there were
sixty beds there would be sixty people assigned to that specific residence hall. Regardless of how many people wanted to be in a single
room.
Now, if you want a single room the
chances are pretty darn good that you'll get

one! Or if you want a specific roomate, the
chances are pretty good that we'll be able
to accomodate you. This is because we
are now basically giving requests for singles
priority.
And think about this too, the singles rates
at Central are the lowest in the state!
So, if you've alsays wanted a single and
couldn't get one ... you most likely can now!
This is just another little thing we 're doing
to try and make your home here a little
nicer place to live.
Sign-up time is now at the
HOUSING· OFFICE in Barge Hall. •
And hurry because the best
plai!es always go first!
A

ll
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New bargaining bill Homework:
introduced in House

'Anarchy' is policy

OLYMPIA-A different idea in collective
bargaining for state four-year colleges and
universities was introduced Monday in the
Washington State House of Representatives.
·It came in the form of H.B. (House Bill) 461
and H.B. 475, both drawn up by the Washington
Education Association (WEA).
- According to Robert Fisher, a program
director for governmental relations for the
WEA, these proposals_ call for "professional
negotiations" rather than "collective bargaining."
The difference, he said, is that collective
bargaining is a labor concept, while professional
negotiations is an educational concept.
''They're really the same thing, though. It's
just that one is administered through the
Department of Labor and Industries," he added.
The two bills working together would set up a
professional negotiating service within the
Office of the Superintendent of Public Instruction.
Fis her listed several advantages for putting
the state's four-year colleges and universities
under the same program with other public
education.
The main point, he said, is that "we want' to
establish clear authority that faculties at
four-year colleges can organize and negotiate
c-0llectively."
_
The bills leave much of the detail work to the
state school board and faculties at the various
universities and colleges. Each faculty, for
example, would decide who would represent
them, if anyone.
A mediator who has some expertise in
professional negotiations would be responsible
for fact finding and helping opposing sides
through collective bargaining empasses, Fisher
said.
Fisher also said that the bills have no
provision either w·a y on the right to strike. "We
don't think we need the right to strike at this
point," he said.

by Ed Davis
staff writer

OPEN 6: 45
925-9511
NOW PLAYING
NOMINATED FOR 10 ACADEMY AW ARDS
Shows 7:00 & 9:10 -Sunday 5:00-7:10-9:20 Nightly

LIBERTY Theatre

+o~

4.~~t;

~

\9. UGHTS U~ 1': .
-Gene Shalit, NBC-TV

1t• .,

"**** "
-

New York Daily News

~J.·'--

.-

"A DAZZLING MUSICAL FILM!"
-Judith Crist, NBC-TV (Today Show)

"LIZA MINNELLI IN 'CABARET'
-A STAR IS BORN!" -~~~~~~:k

Anarchy is the official policy of Central on
homework. "We have no policy," says Dr.
Thomas Walterman, assistant to the president.
"We leave it up to the individual instructor."
Despite the indifference of the administration,
it's a sore subject. When you say "homework" to
a student or a faculty member, you touch a
nerve.
Many students (more -about that in the next
issue) would prefer to have the teachers tell
them things instead of giving reading assignments. The faculty almost uniformly disagrees.
"I never learned a damned thing in class,"
says Dr. Jann Carpenter, associate professor of
economics · and business administration, a
veteran of 12 years as a college student and two
years of college teaching.
"When I was a student, I only expected the
professor to tell me what was relevant in the
field and what wasn't. ,
"There's the ego thing, of course. In class, one
gets to test his knowledge against other people
trying equally hard. As a result, the student
may decide, 'I'm better than the average guy at
thinking about geometry,' for instance."
Do students actually do the reading assignments? Calvin D. Johnson teaches journalism.
Most of his students think he assigns too much
homework.
He says, "It's abundantly evident that the
desire to read is declining. I'm continually
impressed by the number of students who won't
or can't read effectively." Like all of the teachers
interviewed, he thought of the classroom as a
mere adjunct, a supplement to individual study.
What's the reaction of a professor to a student
who comes to class unprepared? One assistant
professor said, "My gut reaction is to flunk him.
My professional reaction is that it's his right."
Johnson disagreed. "My reaction is to find out
what's wrong," he said.
Dr. Carpenter went along with tpat. "I have
two feelings," he said. "One of them is that I've
probably bored hell out of him. I find that about
half of the people I've given flunking grades to
are by no means stupid. They're bored by me. I
regret that.
"Then you have the student who is
romantically involved with the idea of being
something, but has no taste for the work itself.
Those people ought to be discouraged. Whatever, I try to find out."
How much homework is enough? Practically
everyone has heard of the rule-of-thumb that
each hour in the classroom is worth two hours of
outside study.
Dr. John M. Chrismer, associate professor of
distributive education, business education and
administrative management, recalls that it was

the announced policy of the college where he
taught in Col<:>rado.
Dr. Bernard H. Martin, dean of the School of
Natural Sciences and Mathematics, agreed that
his school didn't screw around about homework.
Th~y give a lot of it, and they expect it to be
done.
And, he has noted a trend. Two years ago, he
noticed an increase in the number of students
trying to just slide by, seeking easy courses.
"They'd say, 'I don't care what it is, do you have
anything at all by Mr. Blank at 10 a.m.'," he
recalled. "Mr. Blank had the reputation of
giving good grades for very little work."
Now, he thinks "the worm has turned." This
year, he has seen more students seeking tough
classes if what is being taught is their bag.
"A lot more students are searching out the
kind of courses which may work their butt off,
but they don't care as long as they're getting
something out of it. They're wising up. They're
demanding their money's worth.
"Four or five years ago, we had students
griping about an instructor's lack of preparation.
We're now seeing the same thing again. My
teachers don't dare walk into a classroom with a
"Well, what shall we do today?" attitude. The
students won't stand for it. Students don't want
to be worked to death, but they expect to get
wh_at they're paying for. That's good."
"It's true," he says. "that our admission
standards allow us to draw from the bottom end.
We're the easiest place in the state to get intb.
That doesn't mean we have the worst students,
by any means. Just because they're 2.0 students
in high school doesn't mean they won't come
here and undertake to become better students.
"I think we turn out as many good, taxpaying
citizens as any college in the state. I think our
alumni is as esteemed as any in the state. I
believe our faculty is as distinguished as any in
the state.
It's true we're handicapped by a marginal
library and the lack of certain facilities, but I'm
not all that hung-up on the student body. If
they're alive and they're interested, there's
hope."
The teachers were all horrified by the thought
of students relying entirely on what they were
told by teachers.
. When it was suggested that this desire to be
told instead of reading about it 'might be the
result of conditi01;iing by television, Dr.
Carpenter said, "God! If that's so, what kind of a
society are we raising here?
"All you'd need is an oral demigod. He could
mislead the world. The value of books and
libraries and our written history is that it can't
be conveniently reshaped to interpret current
events."
On that note, we'll leave the faculty, and take
up the student viewpoint next week.

AUTO PARTS FOR SALE
e

. e

FREE DELIVERY

24 HOUR SERVICE

ALLSTATE AUTO WRECKING
968-3654 or 925-3855

Patronize
Crier
·advertisers

WELCOME BACK

STARTS WEDNESDAY -FEBRUARY 21st
Shows At 7:00 & 10:45 Each Night

"DIRTY LllfLE BILLY"

q11la1J

~,,,,,

starring

Restaurant Dial

MICHAEL J. POLLARD

962-9977
GALAXY ROOM -

Plus At 8:45 Only "The BURGLARS"

.

~

I
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·

962-9908

·4 Blocks .

W. of College
U.S. Hwy. 10
at Jct. of U.S.

Hwy. 97
Ellensburg
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-----------------------From Olympia-----------------------.

Bill to legalize campus pubs
by Dave Horsfall
special to Crier
OLYMPIA-A bill that would permit a
Pub-in-the-HUB was soberly introduced yesterday in the Washington State Legislature.
Rep. John Rabel, R-Seattle, prime sponsor for
House Bill 572, said it removed the wording
from an 1895 law that prohibits the sale of
liquor on the University campus.
That law has been interpreted by the State
Liquor Control Board to prohibit by legislative
intent the sale of alcoholic beverages on any
college campuses in the state. '
Rabel cited what he called an "obvious
example of where this is needed" in reference to
the University.
"The ability to have certain types of functions
is enhanced by the ability to serve alcoholic
beverages, also it could be an important source
of revenue for the student union building," he
said.
Liquor board member Don Eldridge said that
it had been understood that the board would not
grant liquor licences on college campuses and as
far as he knows none have formally applied.
If the 78-ye~r-old law is repealed it would then
be up to the individual institution to apply for
liquor licences like any other establishment.

Rabel said that he wasn't aware of any
organized opposition to the proposal.
The main thing to get it passed, he said, would
be to convince the legislature that the liquor
board could supervise the applications and
prevent problems.
However he said, "To some constiiuents this
sounds like we're pouring . booze down the
throats of yoJing people who are supposed to be
studying. Almost like we're encouraging them
to sin."
Leroy Hittle, another member of the
three-man Liquor Control_ Board, said even
though he had not yet seen the bill "If it is a
straight repeal of the present prohibition then I
have no opposition to it."
Board member Eldridge said, "I feel that
the sale of liquor on college campuses under the
present circumstances is not in the best interest
of those who are concerned."
He aaded though, "If the 18-year-old drinking
bill goes through and they take off the campus
prohibition then I might change my mind."
If he were a legislator, Eldridge said he would
vote against the bill, but if it passes it would be
his job to follow the direction of the legislature
regardless of the private philosophy of any
board member.

Budget request for fine arts

For discount on tapes
trade in canned foods
The Sound Inn in connection
with FISH (Friends -In Service to
Humanity) is now making it
possible to do a service to the
community and make a good deal
at the same time.
The Sound Inn is offering $1
off on each tape when a person
donates four cans of food or 50
cents off every tape for two cans
of food.

Doobies do
bu'f Byrds
do better
by Pete Knittle
KCWS Music Director

THE DOOBIE BROTHERS:
"TOULOUSE STREET"
(WARNER ·
BROS.)
The Doobies are not too rnuch
different than your typical AM
Rockers·· dead. They do have
sparkling instrumentals, and
knowledge of the value of an AM
Rocker.
The cover is good . but the
vocals, excluding the hit "Jesus
is just alright," are unrewarding
for the listener. Personally I'll
take the Byrd·s ' recor~ing of the
hit any day. Rating c·-. .

After the food is collected, The
Sound Inn will give it to FISH
and they will distribute the food
to old people who need food.
"The older people are just
down and out this time of year,"
reported Jerry Nelson, owner of
The Sound Inn. "They are all on a
fixed income and at the first of
the year-they are in a bind," he
continu-ed.
So far, The Sound Inn has been
the only local business to make
this offer or one like it.
"We will continue to do it this
month and if it goes over big, we
will do it another month. We
already have had a lot of
response to this so far," stated
Nelson.
Nelson also pointed out, "If a
person wants 10 tapes and he
brings in four cans, then we will
give $1 off each tape."
The Sound Inn owner was a
little disappointed at the number
of college students not using this
offer. "This is when they need
the food, they don't need it one or
two months from now." he
concluded.

An Oldie but Goodie.

Rainier Beer.
Rainier Brewing Company. Seattle. Washington

view the fine arts," said one art
student.
In addition to the regularly
scheduled student and graduate
showings, the gallery promoters
hope to bring in nationallyfamous shows and artists.
Previous problems which the
gallery had suffered, such as low
attendance at the shows, was
attributed partially to "little or
no publi~ity by the Campus
Crier."
One art gallery lobbyist
pointed out that if the gallery
budget and that of men's athletics were compared on an
attendance/cost basis, students
would be spending roughly 15
cents to see_ an art show as
compared to :$2 for each home
game.
The gallery budget request
listed its activities as 10 shows, a
new photographies show, better
gallery upkeep and more gallery
security.

After the gallery presentation,
the JSF committee addressed
itself to the problems of how to
distribute the funds, considerations with those areas indirectly
assisting . academic areas and
lower enrollment estimates.
Distribution recommendations
will. be brought to the next
committee meeting this Tuesday.
One committee member, Dr. ·
Robert Carlton, stated that he
didn't believe that student
activity fees should be spent on
areas which indirectly go to the
more academic areas.
"It is a responsibility of the
state, the institution, to provide
that money," Dr. Carlton said.
The committee ended on a
happy note when JSP committee
Chairman Carey Roos commented that because enrollment
estimates have gone down even
· farther, the total JSF budget
is projected to go down from
$310,000 to $300,000.

BIG JOHN'S
HAS INSIDE DlNING AS
WELL AS FREE DELIVERY
Free Delivery:

Mon.-Thurs.-6:00 pm-Midnight
Fri., Sat., Sun.-6:00 pm-1 am

908 E: 10th - 925-5900
LOST: Male cat, gray-with
black stripes - Answers to
Tiger. Return to East 607-lst
after 3 p.m. Reward.
"Going to Europe? StudentFaculty discounts available
on purchase-lease-rental of
any car in Europe. Write Auto
Europe, P.O. Box 728, Dept.
SG,
Mercer Island,
Washington, 98040 for a free
44 page brochure.''

Study in
Guadalajara, Mexico
Fully accredited, 20-year UNIVER·
SITY OF ~RIZONA Guadalajara
Summer School offers July 2-August
11, anthropology, art, education,
folklore, geography, history, government, language and literature • .
Tuition $165; board and room $211.
Write: International Programs, Uni·
varsity of Arizona, Tucson 85721.

by Dave Larson
managing editor
The continuing saga of Joint
Student Fees budget distribution
has moved but one step closer to
its final reco1nmendation to the
college president.
The JSF committee, which is a
budget advisory committee to
the president, heard the final
budget request presentation by
the group which directs the
activities of the Fine Arts
Gallery.
The $12,803.25 request, nearly
six times that given for this year,
was made by Professor James
Sahlstrarid and about 15 other
students and faculty of the Art
Department.
"If we are required to cut our
budget, then we would have to
cut the number and quality of the
shows which we present," said ·
Prof. Sahlstrand.
After being questioned as to
whether or not the Fine Arts
Gallery is a benefit worthy of
student activities money, the
JSF committee was told by the
gallery lobbyists that it is not
only a service to art students,
but to both the college and
Ellensburg communities as well.
"It can be used as a teaching
instrument. Unlike Seattle,
Ellensburg has no other way to

TEACHERS
NEEDED
OVERSEAS. All subjects. All
levels.
No
language
requirements. Travel paid.
Information on where to
apply in over 40 countries!
Send $2.00 to Overseas
Teaching, Box 524-C, Centralia, Wa. 98531

Wedding Invitations ·
and
Announcements!

From s10.95 a hundred I up
4 Catalogs to choose from
LARGE SELECTION OF

"Four Day
Service"

WEDDING .ACCESSORIES
PARTY GOODS.
''In the Plaza across from Lind Hall"

CROWN HALLMARK - SHOPPE -~ --- -
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Wilkins'World
by Rod Wilkins
sports editor

Today and tomorrow the Wildcat wrestlers will be participating
in the eighth Evergreen Conference Wrestling Championships in
La Grande, Ore. For Eric Beardsley and his matmen, it will be yet
another attempt to keep the championship trophy at Central. In seven previous tournaments no other school has laid a hand
on the hardware but the Wildcats. In fact, in eight years since
wrestling began in the Evergreen Conference, the Wildcats under _
Beardsley haven't even lost a dual meet to another conference
school.
Rated number two in the NAIA wrestling rankings, the 'Cats
must be considered to be a national contender. Not only have the
Wildcats gone undefeated in conference, trouncing Western
Washington 42-3 and Eastern Washington 33-4, they have
defeated such powers as Seattle Pacific and Simon Fraser quite
easily. Their 8-3 dual record is one of their best in years, including
the 7-6 record of the 1970 NAIA national championship Wildcat
team. The only three losses recorded against the 'Cats came at the
hands of nationally ranked NCAA powers, the University of
Oregon, Portland State, ranked eleventh, and the University of
Washington, which had been ranked as high as number two.
Even with the impressive record anq number two ranking,
Beardsley is optimistic about his chances at conference.
"It's really up for grabs like it was last year," says Beardsley.
"Any school can win it, but it'll probably be between us and
Southern Oregon since they're ranked number three in the NAIA
rankings behind us."
_
Beardsley has to be impressed with Southern_ Oregon's
impressive dual record and last year's effort at the conference
meet here at Central. So far the Red Raiders have compiled a
better dual meet record than the Wildcats, including a shutout win
over Western Washington.
But more important is the Red Raiders desire to win a
conference championship.
"They'll be the same determined bunch of wrestlers we saw last
year," says Beardsley.
Last year the 'Cats were favored to win the conference along
with Oregon Tech. Heading into the finals though, the 'Cats found
themselves in the second behind Southern Oregon. Thanks to two
big upsets by Eastern Washington wrestlers over SOC wrestlers,
the Wildcats won their seventh straight chance at nationals,
winning the meet by five points.
As was the case last year, Central hasn't met SOC yet because
according to conference rules, it isn't mandatory for conference
schools to compete against each other until the conference meet.
"They possibly could ,have beaten us during the season," says
Beardsley, "but they chose to wait until conference before meeting
us." "They've got a great dual meet team but I think we'll take
them at conference," he added.
One reason for such a bold statement is that for the first time
this season the 'Cats should be at full strength.
"Kit Shaw is at full strength following a knee injury that kept
him out for over a month. Tom Omli has gotten over his ankle
injury and Greg Gowens is fully recovered from a shoulder injury,"
says the smiling Beardsley.
In addition to Gowens -and Shaw, a combo that .has won 28
matches between them this year, Central will go with this
probable line-up: 118 lb. Lee Reichert, another strong sophomore
who has won his last five matches in a row and seven out of nine
matches since moving down from the 126 lb. weight class. Larry ·
Noble will start at the 126 lb. class as he has done in recent weeks.
The 150 lb. class will go ·to John Burkholder, the strongest 150
pounder I've ever seen, while Tony Blore will hold down the 158 lb.
class. Jim Adams, who got fourth last year at conference, will
wrestle at 'a 167 lbs. Stu Hayes will wrestle in the 177 lb. class. The
190 lb. weight class will be held down by last years runnerup Tom
Omli. The heavyweight position will probably go to 190 lb. Dick
Chambers.
So Beardsley finally has the team at full strength. Whether the
'Cats win in La Grande is another story but if their 8-3 dual record
is any _indication of a non-healthy team, just think of what this
healthy team may do.

AETNA LIFE I CASUALTY
The Professionals
FOR YOUR

TOTAL FINANCIAL PLANNING_
-SEE US FIRSTBob Crumpacker
-504 E. Eighth
Always As Near
As·Your Telephone
962-9004 office
or
925-4827 Residence

CENTRAL CRUNCH--Central's Rich Hanson
(40) and Bill Eldred battle for the rebound
leaving Eastern Oregon's ·Ron Townsend with
little room to manipulate in last Friday's game.

The 'Cats won the fame 61-47 as Hanson led all
scorers with 14 points. Wildcat Ron Weber (30)
watched the action from underneath.
(Photo by Chang P. Jay)

Nicholson wins 200th

'Cats streak at four

by Bill Irving
staff writer
The big news in Central
basketball last week barely made
the headlines. A coaching milestone got the most ink but three
important victories put the 'Cats
in the driver's seat in the
Evergreen Conference race.
"I really appreciate this
honor," a soft-spoken and appreciative Coach Dean Nicholson
said after winning his 200th
collegiate game Friday night
against Eastern Oregon College,
in only his ninth season as head
coach.
However, that achievement
was nearly lost in the heat of the
confei;ence battle that the 'Cats
were to clinch at least a tie for
the next evening by beating
Eastern Washington College.
Pacific Lutheran University fell
next, helping Central's NAIA
District I playoff chances.
Win No. 200 wasn't exactly a
carbon copy of earlier smashing

home victories. An effective zone
defense by the Mounties forced a
sluggish start by the 'Cats in the
first half. Until Ron Weber and
guard Remon Henderson led a
late blitz, the tall Mounties were
in it on both the rebounding
board and scoreboard.
Both Weber and Henderson hit
a couple lay-ins to give the hosts
breathing room, a seven-point
halftime lead.
Rich Hanson and Dave McDow
then hit for the Wildcats in the
second half to slowly but surely
pull away from the LaGrande,
Ore. club.
Hanson again led the 'Cats'
attack with 14 points with
McDow getting 12 and Weber
and Henderson 10 each. Jack
Easter, the Mounties talented 6-5
sharpshooter, hooped a game
high of 18 points and 6-6 Jim
MacKay added 10. Ron Townsend had a poor game for only 12
beans.
The Savages from Cheney

Foreign Car Repairs
and Parts

came to town the · next night,
facing a Central group with revenge in their eyes.
The first five minutes of the
second half were the turning
point for the home club as they
have been before. After trading
buckets, Henderson hit a baseliner and got another from a
goaltending call for an 11 point
lead. After a couple of spurts by
Eastern ball control paid off
again for the 68-60 win.
Hanson led a 59 per cent
shooting . blitz in the final 20
minutes. He ended the game
with 22 points and nine rebounds, playing a great game.
Weber also had a good game with
16 points and Henderson chipped
in with some timely points, 14 in
all.
Monday night's venture to
Tacoma to play PL U was another
fine victory for the 'Cats, showing steady improvement in their
play the last few games. The
game was a battle of conference
leaders-the Lutes led the Northwest Conference with a 6-3
record, but it wasn't a battle
after a close first half.· Final score
was 74-58.
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Huskies win

'Cats split matches ·Swimmers
by Rod Wilkins
sports editor
Central's strong wrestling
team closed out its dual wrestling season last weekend losing
Friday in Seattle 25-17 to · the
highly rated University of
Washington but coming back to
defeat the University of Montana
22-18 in Spokane on Saturday.
The two meets left the 'Cats
with a respectable 8-3 dual meet
record for the year. Central's
three losses have come against
nationally ranked NCAA powers,
the University of Oregon,
Portland State and the U niversity of Washington.
The 'Cats next action will be in
the Evergreen Conference meet
this weekend in La Grande, Ore.
Eric Beardsley's matmen will be

'Cats trek
in to 0 reg 0 n·Central Washington'~ surging
Wildcats travel to Oregon this
weekend hoping the journey will
land the .Evergreen Conference
,basketball title.
The Wildcats, assured of at
least a tie for their seventh EvCo
crown in nine years, visit
Southern Oregon Friday night
and Oregon Tech Saturday.
Central owns an . 8-1 EvCo
record and needs only one of
their three remaining EvCo
games-all on the road-to
capture an undisputed cham. pionship.
Winners of 13 of their la~t 16
·games, the Wildcats have a 16-5
· season record and are in a good
position for a possible post
season playoff berth.
Coach Dean Nicholson, who
won his 200th Central game last
Friday night against Eastern
Oregon, has been pleased with
his Wildcats · offensive showing
the last three games.
Central has been getting a
more balanced scoring attack the
last three games and have been
shooting better-hitting 50
percent of their shots.
Richard Hanson continues to
top the offensive statistics
scoring at a 19.2 clip. Ron Weber
is next, averaging 10.4 per game.
Central already owns victories
over this weekend's foes.
Southern Oregon . fell to the
Wildcats 79-69 and Oregon Tech
77-51, however both games were
played in EJlensburg-where
Central has lost only 11 times the
last nine years.
\

.

The 'Cats will also travel to
Seattle next Tuesday to take on
the Seattle Pacific College. The
Falcons rated numb"er four in the
small college poll behind Central,
will be out to seek revenge over
Central's 57-54 win in Ellensburg.
iii

HAPPY HOURS
5th Quarter - 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.
M-Sat. Noon to 2 p.m. Sundays.
Pizza flace - 4-6 p.m. M-Sat.
Holiday Inn - 5-7 p.m. M-F
Crossroads - 5-7 p.m.
Goofy's - 8:30-9:30 p.m. M-Th
The Tav - 8:30-9:30 p.m. M-F.
2-5 p.m. Sat.
Ugly Bear - Whenever the light
is on.
Ranch - 8-9:30 p.m. W,F,Sat.

s':'bmerge Idaho:
host EvCo meet next weekend

out to win their eighth straight
EvCo championship - never
by Bob Utecht
1000 freestyle in 10:35.4 and
having lost since its beginning in
staff writer
McVicker won the 200 back1966.
Central's young swimming stroke in 2:16.8.
In losing to the University of team rebounded from a one-sided
University of Idaho managed
loss to the University of Montana two double winners, Bruce
Washington, the 'Cats saw a
inuch different line-up than seen last weekend with a big 69-44 win Stratton and Bob Aspell, in its
in previous tournament action over the University of Idaho here loss. Aspell swept to victories in
against the Huskies. Six starters last Friday.
the 200 freestyle and the 500
for the Huskies were suspended
The 'Cats won eight of 13 freestyle. Stratton won both the
for the meet because of curfew _ events in the meet, including 200 individual medley and the
violations in Pullman earlier in victories by Jim Brown in the 200 breaststroke.
the week after . a win over two diving events, bringing their
Central hosts the Evergreen
dual meet record this year 3-2. Conference Championships Feb.
Washington State University.
Lee Reichert, a sophomore
Brown took both the one 22-24. The teams competing will
from Maple Valley, continued his meter and the three-meter be Eastern Washington, Westwinning ways as he won his diving events. He tallied 214.75 ern Washington, Oregon College
fourth straight match with a 6-1 points in the one-meter dive and of Education, Southern Oregon
victory over Terry Mori giving 203.10 in the three-meter College and Central.
the 'Cats an early 3-0 lead.
· competition ·
Central's coach Bob Gregson
Mike Miller and Ken Radon. picks Southern Oregon and
Husky wrestler Mike Downer,
were also double winners for Central as the two top teams in
a 126 pounder, then pinned
Ceritral's Rick Gamboa in 3:06
Central. The two teamed with the meet. Central has narrowly
and Dave Mitchell from WashJoe White and John Rough to defeated Southern Oregon for
ington decisioned Central's 134
take the 400 medley relay in the championship the past'three
lb. Larry Noble 12-1. But the
4:58.2. Miller racked up his years, and the battle for first
Wildcats quickly regained the
second victory of the meet with should be between the two teams
lead as 142-lb. Greg Gowens . his 2:09.3 clocking the the 200 again this year.
·
pinned Dave Badeaux in just 1:07
butterfly. Radon's second win
In a meet earlier this year
and 150-lb. John Burkholder won
was the 100 freestyle. His Central narrowly defeated
via the forfeit route.
winning tima was 51.9.
Southern Oregon 60-53. Gregson
Other winners for .Central predicts that the competition
Following Burkholder's win
and a 15-9 Central lead, the
were freshmen Craig Brown and between the two teams should ·
Huskies won four of the next five
Loren McVicker. Brown took the also be very close in the
matche.s to put the match away.
Only Jim Adam's 3-3 with Jim
Wood in the 167-lb. weight class
kept the Wildcats from being
shutout the . remainder of the
struggle.' ·
One disappointing loss came in
the 190-lb. tussle where Central's
Tom Omli was decisioned by Bill
Allen 10-9. Allen, the defending
Pac-8 champion, was decisioned
by Omli just two weeks ago 11-4
in the Portland State tournament. Other
'Cat· losses
included Tony Blore's 10-2 loss to
Mike Fitzpatrick in the 158-lb.
class, Stu Hayes' 8-2 loss to
skillful Mel Renfro in the 177-lb.
by Jay Page
movement that didn't allow them
class and Dick Chamber's heavystaff writer
to take good percentage shots
weight loss to Don Dunham 14-1.
against WSU was not a factor in
The Montana State match was
There weren't many similari- Saturday's first game. The team
quite similar to the University of ties in the trio of games the shot and impressive 60 per cent
Washington match the night women's varsity basketball team from the line and 30 per cent
before as the 'Cats opened up an played in Pullman this weekend. from the field.
early lead only to have it melt For coach Pat Lacey, each game
The increased accuracy was
away in the end.
was better than the one before it. complemented by balanced
.Reichert opened with a pin
Washington ·State University scormg. "We were able to work
over Ken Hilton in 4:06. Then, knocked off the kittens Friday the ball around fo score well in a
like the night before against night 52-37. "Our shooting was team effort," stated Ms. Lacey.
Washington, the next two 'Cats really poor, both from the foul "We played good ball and everylost. Gamboa, the Wapato fresh line and the field," explained Ms. one was able to play." Marcia man, was defeated by Don Feller Lacey. "Poor play in the first and Gulla, Mary, Flint, and Laurel
McKeehan shared high point
7-4 in the 126-lb. class and Noble third quarters really hurt us."
honors for the kittens with 7
lost the 134-lb. tussle, losing a 7-2
One reason the kittens could points each.
set back to Bob Owen.
only total five points in the first
Then, once again following the
quarter was a 6'6" center wearSaturday afternoon's · 64-42
patiern of the night before, the
Cougar
uniform.
Though
drubbing
· of the University of
ing
a
'Cats came back strong. Shaw
the
WSU
pivotwoman
only
Montana
culminated
a weekend
annihilated Keith KowasJi 26-3 in
the
opening
quarter,
she
of
improvement
for
the
kittens.
played
the 142-lb. class and 150-lb.
With renewed confidence, the
Burkholder pinned Bob Chapeski helped establish a game trend
tha:t had the kittens on the short team played an aggressive game.
in just 43 seconds.
Numerous steals and quick outlet
Following Blore's 9-5 loss to end.
The
kittens
improved
their
passes resulted in punishing fast
Church Burgess in the 158-lb.
affair, Adams gave the Wildcats performance Saturday morning ! · breaks in the first half.
The third quarter, chronically
their last six points as he pinned when the beat Montana State
Jim Gale in 7:36 of the 167-lb. University 45-35. The lack of · the kittens' weakest, was an
class.
Montana State then won the
next three matches like the
Huskies, but luckily the 'Cats had
built up an insurmountable lead.
Central's losses included Hayes'
6-1 loss to Scott Manly in the
177-lb. class, Omli's 190-lb. loss to
Bob Burket 4-2, and heavyweight
Chamber's loss to Rich Stuker.

CAMRUS CRIER

Sports

conference championships. The
team with the most depth will be
in the championship.
Southern Oregon finished fifth
in the National Championships
last year and has been picked by
the NAIA as probable fifth place
finishers again this year. In the
national meet last y_ear Southern
Oregon's 400 freestyle relay
team won the national championship.
Craig Phillips ranks as Southern Oregon's top swimmer and
one of the best in the nation.
Phillips is the defending NAIA
'national champion in the 50
freestyle and the 100 freestyle,
holding the national record in
both events. He seems to be
unbeatable in the two events.
The Conference Championships begin Thursday, Feb. 22, at
5 p.m. in the college pool, and will
continue on Friday and Saturday, Feb. 23 and 24.
The University of Puget Sound
soundly defeated the 'Cat
tankers last We4nesday night
84-29 as the Loggers set four new
pool records. UPS·, rated in the
top five in the NCAA small
college poll, won all but two
events in crushing Central.
Central's only two victories
came in the 200 individual medley
and thra 200 breastroke. Freshman Ken Radon and Joe White
won the two events respectively.
Central's Craig Brown also set a
new school record in the 1000
freestyle as he finished second.

Kittens improve B-ball record

"BEEFEATERS"

offensive display. Not only did
the kittens outscore Montana
26-8, they shot 58 per cent from
the line arid 45 per cent from the
field. When we shoot that well,
we will win ball games," commented Ms. Lacey. "We had good
hustle and definite improvement."
Two third quarter workhorses
Laurel McKeehan and Mary
Flint accounted for 19 and 17
points respectively for the
kittens.
The kittens are eagerly awaiting
a Feb. 24 tournament t}\at will be
held in Nicholson Pavilion.
Western Washington State
College, Washington State
university, and the University of
Washington will be in town that
weekend to test the kittens.

STUDENTS
PAYING TOO MUCH
FOR PRESCRIPTIONS?
TRY US FOR
BETTER PRICES

We
Guarantee
It!·

OVERTON'S
TROPICAL FISH
OPEN DAILY
12:00 NOON 9:00 . PM
CLOSED SUNDAYS

Wilson Creek Rd.

962-9166

6-12 ·DailJ
925-9432

OSTRANDER'S

DRUG
4th and Pine

925-5344
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TENT 'N' TUBE
The Tent 'N' Tube will be
closed tomorrow, Sunday and
Monday for the holiday weekend.

year, will not be accepted until
after the new regulations are
fully implemented. This will be
after March 1. Further inforLA LECHE LEAGUE
The La Leche League is mation will be made available as
offering a continuing series ·of · it is received by the Office of
csco
informal meetings for women Financial Aid.
The Christian Science College
interested in breastfeeding.
SUMMER JOBS
Organization will hold a general
"Baby Arrives; the Family and
A representative of the Seattle meeting Tuesday at 6 p.m. in
the Breastfed Baby" will be Camp Fire Girls will be on SUB 206.
discussed at the Wednesday campus Feb. 22 conducting
meeting at the home of Chris interviews beginning at noon.
MUSIC
Mendenhall, Brooklane Village Students interested in this type
The Department of Music will
M-3, at 7:30 p.m. Call Marj of summer employment are present a graduate recital by
CATALOG DEADLINES
Absolute
deadlines
for Brustad any time for telephone asked to contact the Office of Gary Bankes, tenor, on Feb. 20 at
submitting requests for Crier · counseling or to request a copy of Financial Aid and make an 8: 15 p.m. in Hertz Recital Hall.
Catalog space are noon Friday "The Womanly Art of Breast- appointment. Interviews will be Roger Cole, clarinet, will give his
for the Tuesday issue, and noon feeding" ($3 softcover). Loan conducted in the Office of senior recital Feb. 21, 8: 15 p~ni.,
copies are usually available.
Financial Aid.
Monday for the Friday issue.
Hertz.
SUMMER SCHOOL
MASTER'S CANDIDATES
FINANCIAL AID
SPRING STUDENT
Master's candidates must
CO-REC
Financial aid for summer
TEACHERS AND OPTION C
complete all requirements for the
Recr.eational facilities during
school
is
available
in.
a
limited
STUDENTS
master's degree through the
the co-rec hours will be open on
Sign up on the bulletin board Graduate Office before March 5 basis. The only funds available
Feb. 16, 17, 18 and 19. No co-rec
are those not used during the
outside Black 206 to discuss your for winter quarter graduation.
will be held on Friday, Feb. 2~. or
academic year.
placement with your supervi~or
FEDERALLY INSURED
To be eligible for summer aid, Saturday, Feb. 24. Regular
on Tuesday, Feb. 27, from 9 a.m.
Sunday hours will be held on
BANK LOANS
the applicant must have been
to 11:30 a.m. in Grupe Confer- ·
The Office of Financial Aid is enrolled during spring quarter. Feb. 25.
ence Center.
encouraging all students who Summer school financial .aid
PANEL DISCUSSION
HANGINGS
plan to apply for a Federally application forms will be availThe Home Economics Associa"Let's Hang a Wall" is the Insured Bank Loan for winter or able in the Office of Financial Aid
topic of Tuesday's home decora- spring quarters to do so before from March 5 through April 13. tion will sponsor a panel discusting class presented by the home Feb. 15. Federal regulations All applications must be ·comple- sion by representatives of FISH,
economics adult education concerning the Federally Insured ted and returned to the Office of SERVE and Crisis Line entitled
program. The class will be held in Bank Loans starting summer Financial Aid no later than May "Community Awareness". The
discussion will . be held in the
Michaelsen 223 beginning at 7:30 1973, or for the 1973-74 school 1.
Family Living Center of
Micha...elsen Hall on Feb. 21 at 7
p.m.

by Linda Hiersche
catalog editor
Beer bottles, aluminum, newspaper, white, green and brown
glass shouldn't be thrown away.
It should be brought to the
Central Recycling Center. The
center is open Monday through
Wednesday from 1-4 p.m. It's
located at the Campus Courts
Garage, #11. For maps contact
Dean Wise's office.

p.m. Macrame, stitchery and
decoupage will be discussed.

Ingmar Bergman festival on

by Sharon Merritt
'_'Winter Light" (1962); and
contributing writer
March 8-"The Silence" (1962).
The. on-again-off-again Ingmar
Discussion sessions will begin
Bergman Film Festival is on. The on Feb. 27 with David Kaufman
festival received the necessary and Charles Nadler planned as
funding last month by the ASC the discussion leaders. The first
and the Residence Hall Council session will be at 4 p.m. in SUB
(RHC).
204. Subsequent sessions will be
The six free showings begin held on March l, 5, 6, 7 and 8.
Wednesday with the showing of Check the Crier for time and
"The Seventh Seal," and will location of these sessions.
continue through March 8.
Bergman is the "major
Discussion groups-open to producer of our time," Dr.
everyone-will be held during Bachrach said.
the last two weeks, according to
Bergman's films were shown
Dr. Jay Bachrach, director of the extensively throughout the
religiou·s studies program which United States during the 1950s
is co-sponsoring the festival.
and 1960s, but have not been
All films are scheduled for 7:30 shown much commercially since
p.m. in McConnell Auditorium. then, said Dr. Bachrach.
The schedule is: Feb. 26-"The
The film festival is intended
Seventh Seal" (1956); Feb. 22- "not only to show good movies on
"Wild Strawberries" (1957); Feb. campus and to introduce
26-"The Virgin Spring" (1959); Bergman to those who don't
Feb. 28-"Through a Glass know his work, but it also fits
Darkly" (1961); March 5- very well with the religious

Choi r gets around
The 80-member "Central
Singers" choir will travel to
Portland, Ore., on Sunday to sing
before the Northwest Music
Educators Conference banquet.
The invitation to the biennial
meeting is "in itself a- singular
honor," said Dr. Wayne Hertz,
choir conductor and chairman of
the Music Department.
The choir was established in
1938, when Central's enrollment
was 500. Since then, it has grown
to become · "one of the finest
performing groups in the Pacific
Northwest," reported Dr. Hertz.
In 1954 the choir performed in
Chicago before the National
Music Educators Conference and
was invited to perform again at
the 1968 conference in Seattle.
Other appearances have
included the Washington State
Legislature, the Rotary Inter-

national Conventio~ and at high
schools and colleges throughout
the state.
In 1965 the choir traveled
4,100 miles, ~ving 16 concerts in
the Canadian provinces of British
· Columbia, ) Saskatchewan,
Alberta and Manitoba.
In addition to their performance Sunday evening, the choir
will present a concert at Mount
Hood Community College in
Portland, at 3 p.m. Sunday.
One of the selections will be
"Leaves of Grass," composed by
Paul
Creston,
Central's
composer-in-residence. Creston
composed the suite using
excerpts from the poem by Walt
Whitman and dedicated it to Dr.
Hertz.
. .- - - - - - - - - - - -

·For Colds Vitainin C
And Peppermint Tea

WE REPAIR VWs
PALO'S
2nd & Main

Ph. 925-2055

Valley Specialty
Foods
111 West 6th - 925-2505 .

studies program," Dr. Bachrach
said.
Bergman went through a
period where his films tackled
some fundamental questions,
basically, man's knowledge of
God and his relationship to God,
according to Dr. Bachrach.
Each of the films scheduled for
this festival were produced
during this period. "All are
dealing with the same sort of
thing-the silence of God," Dr.
Bachrach said.
Wednesday's film has been
called "Bergman's stunning
allegory of man's search for
meaning." The film is about a
knight who has returned from
the Crusades to find the plague
ravaging medieval Europe. The
knight, trying to escape the
horrible death, challenges Death
to a game of chess. The film is
"exceptionally powerful; a work
of awesome scope and remarkable vi~ual pleasures."
The film to be shown on
Thursday, "Wild Strawberries,"
portrays a doctor's journey
through a compelling landscape
of dream and memory. Traveling
to receive an honorary degree,
he is confronted with a series of
haunting flashbacks and events
that reveal the depth of his
personality. Claimed to. be
"richly visual and startlingly
dramatic, it is a cinematic
land.mark."

TALENT ·
SHOW
Enterprising
College Students
To Promot• youth
activities. Perform
in Kiwanis Talent
Show. Financial
Awards.
Application DEADLINE
February 26, 1973

Call 925-5484

OLDIES BUT GOODIES
Next Friday the Recreation
Club will hold Oldies but Goodies
Night in the Student Village
mulit-purpose room from 6-8 p.m.
Spaghetti dinner is included, and

I

tickets are available at the SUB
Information Booth fro 75 cents.
Everyone is welcome. For
further information call Cel
Godeken at 963-3656.
ASCMOVIES
The film "The Devils" will be
presented tonight and tomorrow
night at 7 in Hertz Hall.
Admission is 75 cents with ASC
card.
FILM FESTIVAL
The Religious Studies Program in cooperation with the
ASC and the RHC will present an
Ingmar Bergman Film Festival.
On Wednesday, Feb. 21, "The
Seventh Seal" will be shown in
McConnell Auditorium at 7:30
_p.m. "Wild Strawberries" is
scheduled for Thursday, Feb. 22,
7:30 p.m., McConnell. Admission
is free. The festival will include
six Bergman films and discussion
sessions will be held after the
last four. Further information
will be available in next week's
catalog.
JAZZ BAND AT NOON
"Nine Pound Ball Combo" led
by drummer Garry Hobbs will
play in the SUB Pit on Feb. 22,
noon to 1 p.m.
MOUNTAINEERING CLUB
The Mountaineering Club will
meet Thursday, Feb. 22, at 7:30
p.m. in SUB 103. The Warren
Street slide show, "Preserving
the Alpine Lakes" will be shown.
Plans will be made for a two-day
snowshoe tour on Feb. 24-25,
which will be led by Warren
Crable.

ASC movie 'Devils'
should provide a jolt
Ken Russell's "The Devils" is a
true story, carefully documented, historically accurate - a
serious work by a distinguished
filmmaker acclaimed to be one of
the cinema's outstanding talents.
As such, it is being hailed as a
masterpiece by many. But
because it is explicit and highly
graphic in depicting the bizarre
events that occurred in France in
1634, others have found it
visually shocking and deeply
disturbing. If you need something to jolt you from the
lethargy of a three-day weekend,
this ASC movie might ' be that
very thing.
Vanessa Redgrave plays the

hunch-backed Mother Superior
of a convent who becomes
sexually obsessed with a worldly
priest, played by Oliver Reed.
In her frustration, she falsely
accuses him of lewdness and
sorcery. Her accusation leads to
a mass public exorcism, instigated by Cardinal Richelieu. The
priest is found guilty and burned
at the stake.
Russell's screenplay for "The
Devils" is based on Aldous
Huxley's "The Devils of Loudun"
and "The Devils," a play by John
Whiting. The film is in Technicolor and Panavision, and can be
seen tonight and tomorrow
night, for 75 cents in Hertz
Recital Hall.

FREE
TRAVEL POSTERS
EUROPEAN CHARTER
$240 ROUND TRIP
I

$50.00 DEPOSIT DEADLINE

FEB. 21
Contact TerrJ Valdez
or
TerrJ Brennan
ASC Office . 963-1691

